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Abstract - Distance fault locating digi-
tal algorithms are often based on the proces-
sing of fundamental components which are
contained in the currents and Voltages. If
the extraction of these components is done
by means of correlating the signals with
sine/cosine functions of the fundamental
frequency, and the data window is shorter
then one period, the presence of aperiodic
components in the signals givesrise to large
errors. The paper suggests, that to reduce
the errors the signals ought to be correlated
with sine/cosine functions which have periods
equal to the data window length.
INTROD)UCTION
The well known merits of distance relays
result from the fact, that in the process of
fault location the relays fully utillize in-
formation contained in the signals which are
locally available. That is why the relays may
achieve a comparatively high accuracy of per-
formance even not using communication links
to the opposite end of the protected line.
However due to the operational complexity
these relays make the greatest challange to
protection designers, and the contemporary
ultra high speed static distance relays have
the complexity of a medium size analog com-
pu.ter.
Difficulties in developing digital dis-
tance algorithms are also serious, greater
then in case of any other protective system.
Because of this, the successive implementa-
tion of digital distance relaying functions
in the substation based computer would prove,
that all the other protective and control
functions could be also performed by digital
devices.
If the digital relays are to prove su-
periority over the static analog ones, they
should be capable of locating faults more
accurately and/or faster than the analog re-
lays. It is a tough requirement, since the
modern commercially available static distance
relays cover most of the protected zone with
a tLme delay shorter than half a cycle.
Therefore the data window of one cycle accep-
ted for many digital algorithms is too long.
Unfortunately the shorter a data window the
greater errors of fault location Thereore
much of research is nowedays concentrated on
developing digital methods which need very
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short data windows, but still have sufficient
accuracy 14$6t,7,9,10J .
There are three general methods,on'which
digital algorithms are based:
i. Narrow band pass analog filtering of
currents and voltages, and digital algorithms
developed for purely sinusoidal signalsF2941.ii. Digital simulation of differential
equations formulated for the faults along the
protected line E 7 3.iii. Curve fitting techniques, which
enable to determine fundamental frequency com.
ponents of currents and voltages, and then
digital algorithms calculating impedances and
reactances [1,5,6,9,10] *
The speed and accuracy of any particular me-
thod depend to a large extend on the a priori
estimation of the character of input signals.
This means, that the better a relay designer
predicts possible spectra of currents and
Voltages, the more efficient algorithms may
be developed.
INPUT SIGNALS1 THEIR WAVEFORMS AND SPECTRA
Typical waveforms of input signals may
be well presented in the following forms:
i = iicos(a,t -tt) + iaexP(-t/Ta) +
+ipexp(-t/T ) cos(%t _g)
v = V1cos(tAt - +8 + vaexp(t/Ta)+
+ v exp (-t/IT.) cos(yt -)
(1)
(2)
First terms of the right hand sides of(1')and(2) are steady state fundamental components.
Their amplitudes and phases are to be deter-
mined in the initial stage of distance fault
location. The second terms are well known
aperiodic components, decaying with the time
constant T , which to a certain degree de-
-pends on random factors like)for example,a
fault resistance. The third terms represent
decaying oscillations induced by the fault.
Because these components result from the tra-
velling wave effect, the frequency 0pdepends
oh the dtstance between the fault and the
relay [84. The decaying time constant T
varies, but in the further considerations the
worst case of it being equal to infinity has
been assumed. Amplitudes of transient compo-
nents depend on the nature of a signal (cur-
rent or voltage), on the point on wave of the
fault inception, and on the initial prepro-
cessing of the given signal. Anyway, for the
given relay installation one may estimate the
possible ranges of amplitudes and decaying
time constants of the transient fault induced
components.
Because this peaper deals with the dis-
tance digital algorithms, which are based on
the extraction of fundamental frequency compo-
nents from the signals, transient components
make the greatest source of errors in the
process of fault location.
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same:hi-i-= cI Threed:ifferent data win-
dows have been c9nsidered:
- the data window equal to 2 periods of
the fundamental frequency, (Fig. la,b,c ),
- the data window equal to 1 period of
the fundamental frequency,(Fig. ld,e,lf) t
the data window equal to 0.5 of a per-
iod of the fundamental frequency,(Fig. lg,h,i
For the sake of clarityt the spectra of os-
cillatory components (Fig. lc f i) have been
magnified 5 times.
The graphs confirm the expected conclu-
sion that the data window length greatly
affects the spectra of components. W3ith the
decrease of T. , the spectra of transient
components increase. Besides one may observe,
that if the data window is equal to one cycle
(or a multiple of it) the absolute value of
a spectruIm of the aperiodic component calcu-
lated for the angular frequency of: IIC:(Lis
small ('ig. lb,e) *Therefore the presence of
a d.c. component does not give rise to a con-
siderable error. However it is otherwise if
the data window is shorter than one period.
Fig.lh clearly shows, that the sDectrum of
the aperiodic component I Q.(.^) I is by no means
negligible. Therefore the error due to this
component becomes large.
REDUCTION OF ERRORS
Real and imaginery parts of the spectrum
I(.b) may be expressed in the following way:
M (X) 0 5 L I(f) + IN]wI
N (b) =jO*5 [If(Q) - kPii
(5)
(6)
One may note, that M (u) and N (w)are equal to
the results oLf correlation of the signal i
with sine/cosine eunctions. Substituting (4)
into(5) and(6) one getss:
'rw /2
M
, = Ji()cos&t dt (7)
-'"w4 Tw 12
N(=)) fr1 sinsin& dL (8)
Tw/2
The amplitude and phase o-P the fundamen-
tal componenz are expressed by the folloWing
formulae:
iI = (1/TW)v(,kMI)2 + (PN1) (9)
= tgpN 1/) (ic)
Where: Ml and N1 are the factors calcula-
ted according to (5) and (6) , but for the
fudamental component spectra '() I ,I4(4)only,,
oCt4is the phase shift of the fundamen-
tal component in relation to the middle of
the data wvindow,
k, p are the coefficients, which
depend on the data window length T. and thefrequency ( , for which LI 1 and N have been
calculated.
The factors Ml and N1 may be also pre-
sented in the following way:
lif, -j, - mA - Ip I
N N a p 12
Where (Ma TNa ) and(AIp N_) are calculated accor-
ding (5) and (6) , but for the Ia(L) and Ip(u),
respectively.
By means of processing the signal itr)
only M(O)and Nj.;are calculated. Therefore
Ma,. NO.Mp ,Np which result from the tran-
sient components cause the error. To minimize
it the factors Ma I ,Na ,Mp t Np ought tobe as small as possible. However if the data
window is shorter than one period,, the fac-
tors Mc, and Nc may become high, thus in-
creasing the overoll error substantially.
Therefore M(1)and N(w)should be calculated for
the angular frequency (2 iat which the spec-
trum of the aperiodic component reaches mini-
mum. This frequency results from the data
window duration:
,2 27/ Tw
Then coeff-icients"k" and"p
become:
JT(1 - r2)
r sinOIr
-'T1 - r2)
VWhere: r = O 3
It should be noted, that if
efficients"k" and "p' are:
p= 2/[Sa( ) 1]
Where: Sa(x) = (sin x)/x
(13)
- [see (9) and (10)]
(14)
(15)
=451s the co-
(16)
The suggestion to calculate M11, and N
for the frequency (2 instead of 0i is in a
sharp contrast to the prevailing practices.
It is generally accepted, that the extraction
of the fundamental frequency component needs
correlation with sine/cosine functions of the
same frequency for data windows of any dura-
tion. This paper advocates the correlation of
signals with sine/cosine funictions of the
freouencv, wlhich results frorm the data window
length. If compared with the standard practi-
ces the new method minimizes errors due to
the presence of aperiodic components in the
signal, but increases errors which result
from t-he oscillatory conponent s. To estimate
the expected errors tha efflects of the aper-
iodic and oscillatory components were consi-
dered separately,
If the only transient component contai-
ned in the signal is an aperiodic one, the
highest calculated amplitude of the lundamen-
tal component may be presented irn the form:
il= i1 + (a/I1) Pa] (is)
In Fig*2a there is show,-n the highest positive
error coefficient PaL in case of a traditio-
nal correlation with sine/cosine functions of
the 0,frequency. In Fig.2b there is presented
the same error coefficient if the signal is
correlated with the functions of the (Z fre-
quency?.
If the only transient component con)tai-
ned in the signal is an oscillatory one, the
calculated amplitude of the fundamental coi-
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ponent becomes:
i11 - i1 1 + (ip/i1)P] (19)
In the fig.3a there is shown the envelope of
the highest positive error coefficient Pp as
a funcion of(fp/c)for various data window
durations in case of a traditional correla-
tion. In the fig.3b there is shown the same
coefficient, but for the proposed new way of
c orrelation.
The graphs in Fig*2 and Fig.3 enable to
compare merits of both methods, which aim at
extraction of the fundamental component from
a distorted signal. However to make the re-
sults more meaningful, the levels of tran-
sient components expected in input signals
ought to be estimated.
MbPLITUDES OF ERROR COMIPONENTS
The greatest expected values of tran-
sient components will be estimated for raw
currents and voltages. It is well known, that
the largest relative level of an aperiodic
component in short circuit currents may be
high. The ratio (i0]i,) may reach unity, ifthe short circuit inception is somewhere near
the zero crossing of the voltage wave. In
voltage signals the relative level of an
aperiodic component is often much reduced,
because in most cases the X/R ratio of line
impedances is close to the X/R ratio of sour-
ce impedances. However there are certain
cases when it is otherwise. If there is a
short circuit through the fault resistance
close to the relay location, the amplitude of
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the aperiodic voltage component related to
the amplitude of the fundamental component
V./v4 may be close to unity, exactly like it
was in case of the fault current. Therefore
in the unfavourable circumstances relative
levels of the aperiodic components in both,
current and voltage signals, may be as high
as unity.
The largest oscillatory components in
either signal are expected if a short circuit
inception coincides with the maximum of the
voltage wave. Swiftl8] proved , that frequen-
cies of oscillatory components depend on the
distance between the fault and the relay lo-
cation. The average period of travelling
waves is between 2T and 4T , where T is
the time of wave travelling between these two
points. Therefore the frequency wp may be
estimated by the following formula:
M? - ac 29T/1 (20)
There: I - the distance between the fault and
the relay location,
o - the speed of light,
a - a coefficient, which maS vary
between 0.2 and 0.5 .
If the distance l is comparatively short, the
frequency ap is high. Besides, the oscillato-
ry component is suppressed quite rapidly,
therefore the overall effect of this compo-
nent is negligible. If the distance I is
long, the situation becomes less favourable.
However if the source impedance is predomi-
nantly inductive and do not consist of long
transmission lines, the ratio vp/v4 is in
general less than 1/3 . In currents the re-
lative level of oscillatory components is
much reduced, due to the effect of the source
inductance. Therefore ip/i4 seldom exceedsthe level of 1/10 .
Above considerations disregarded analog
pre-processing of signals. Digital devices
need some kind of analog anti-aliaising low
pass filtering of input signals, with the cut
off frequency being less than half the sam-
pling frequency. This in practice effectively
reduces oscillatory components with frequen-
cies greater than about 100g.
From the presented discussion results,
that the relative level of aperiodic compo-
nents in both, current and voltage signals
may reach unity. The relative level of the
oscillatory components which are in the fre-
quency region where they may affect correla-
tion, is limited to about 1/3 in case of
voltages , and to about 1/10 in case of cur-
rents. Therefore the gain of the suggested
method of correlation which lies in the re-
duction of errors resulting from the aperio-
dic components, 'is by no means offsetted by
the slight increase of errors caused by the
presence of oscillatory components.
FAULT LOCATING ALGORITHSfS
Distance fault locating algorithms are
based on the calculation of the resistance
and reactance of the short circuited loop,
If amplitudes and phases of the current and
voltage are known, the algorithm is obvious:
R = (v/i1)cosy (21)
x = (v51/i) sinw0 (22)
However there is an alternative way of calcu-
lating X and R , which does not require
the initial calculation of VI, i1 and y:
R2 k2MiMv + P2NiN (23)
k2 Mi + p2 N
x2 kpNiM - kpMiNv
k2 +2+ p2 jj
(24)
There: (M. , ) and (M1, ,N) are the factorsM1an" N calculai4d for the current
and voltage respectively.
The equations (23) and (24) make possible a
direct calculation of resistances and reac-
tances, which is often more convenient than
separate calculatlons of i1, v1, and 9.
CONCLUSIONS
Transient components in short circuit
currents and voltages give rise to substan-
tial errors in the process of fault location.
A large number of fault locating digital
algorithms are based on the calculation of
fundamental components of the signals. In
most cases these components are extracted by
means of correlating the signals with the
sine/cosine functions of the fundamental
frequency 24. However if the data window is
shorter than one period of the fundamental
component, the presence of aperiodic compo-
nents in the signals causes particularly high
errors* To minimize the errors, the signals
ought to be correlated with sine/cosine fun-
ctions which have periods equal to the data
window length. This method substantially re-
duces errors which result from aperiodic com-
ponents, but increaseserrors.caused by oscil-
latory components contained in the signals.
However in most practical cases amplitudes
of oscillatory componets in the currents are
very small, while in voltages they are not
very large either. Thus the expected errors
caused by oscillatory components, although
slightly increased in the proposed method,
are still rather small, and the overall accu-
racy of the fault locating algorithm iamproves
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